
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Writing Local histories has a long and rich tradition in Iranian 
historiography. The tradition has recently attracted the attention of many 
historians. The importance of such histories lies in the fact that they offer 
a lot of historical details, and their authors usually live in the socio-
political context of the geographical region on which they write their 
histories.  

Many local histories of Khuzestan are no longer extant. Madāʻinī’s Futūḥ 
al-Ahwāz and Ibn al-Haytham’s Faz̤l al-Ahwāz ʽalā Baghdād are among such 
works. However, one of the most important historical sources on 
Khuzestan, Sayyid ʽAbd al-llāh Jazāyirī’s Tadhkirah-yi Shūshtar, is 
fortunately available in manuscript copy. The Tadhkirah provides rare 
information on the geography and glories of the region between the years 
932/1526 and 1166/1753.  

Most local histories are still kept in manuscript collections in various 
libraries. Among these are Kalām al-Mahdī by sayyid Muḥammad Fallāḥ 
Mushaʽshaʽī, the founder of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah dynasty. The book is an 
important source on the Mushaʽshaʽī history and beliefs. There are also the 
works of Sayyid Niʽmat Allah Jazāyirī, Sayyid ʽAlī and his father Sayyid 
Khalaf b. ʽAbd al-Muṭṭalib Mushaʽshaʽī, and Faraj Allah b. Muḥammad 
Huwayzī among others.  

Al-Riḥlat al-Makkīyah is one of the most important works on 
Mushaʽshaʽīyyah dynasty. The importance of Al-Riḥlat lies in the fact that 
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the author was one of the elders and governors of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah, 
and reflects an insider view of the socio-political structure of the dynasty. 
Although the work is available in its original Arabic, the Persian translation 
is also remarkable in that the translator has added important annotations 
to the work to the extent that the translation may even be considered an 
independent work. The translator has, however, omitted a significant 
number of documents and correspondences of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah, which 
could otherwise help provide valuable historical information on the 
dynasty. The editor has, therefore, appended the original correspondences 
and documents to the present edition. In addition, Jahangir 
Ghaemmaghami’s important article entitled “The Supplement to the 
Mushaʽshaʽīyyah History” which offers remarkable pieces of first-hand 
information and documents is also appended to the present edition.  

Due to its profound impact on various aspects of social, economic, 
political and ideological life of Ahwaz and the neighboring regions, a 
significant share of contemporary historical research is devoted to the 
study of the rise and establishment of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah dynasty 
(845/1441-1160/1747). However, only a handful of first-hand historical 
sources on the dynasty have been published. 

Al-Riḥlat al-Makkīyah is one of the most important works in the field 
which, in addition to historical information, includes rare cultural, social, 
political and ideological information on Mushaʽshaʽīyyah for a period of 
nearly three decades (from 845/1441 to 1128/1716). A significant feature of 
the book is the remoteness of the author’s accounts from the courtly view 
of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah dynasty.  

The author of Al-Riḥlat al-Makkīyah was one of the governors of 
Ḥuwayzah called ʽAlī Khān Mushaʽshaʽī, who ruled during one of the most 
turbulent periods of the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah rule. After the death of Sayyid 
ʽAlī b. Khalaf, the grandfather of the author, in the 1088/1677, his children 
fell into deadly fighting with each other, and the Mushaʽshaʽīyyah rule was 
subject to a state of violent turmoil and unrest. The state of turmoil 
continued into Sayyid ʽAbd Allāh’s governorship, the author’s father, while 
Siyyid ʽAlī b. Khalaf’s children and grandchildren continued their fight 
over power. During the struggle, Sayyid ʽAlī Khān (the author) managed to 
seize power in 1112/1700. His rule was, however, short-lived and he was in 
power for only eight months. The conflict continued until ʽAlī Khān came 




